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Mifis Lackierung Hall 6 Omeras GmbH 
Booth D255 ' Booth 

Kreischaer Weg 3 
04758 Oschatz, Germany 
Phone: +49 3435 999 0258 
kontakt@mifis-lackierung.de 
www.mifis-lackierung.de 

Mifis Lackierung is an innovative German company active in the field of individual colour and interior 
design for private living spaces, office or shop spaces as weil as hotels. We offer modern solutions 
for all kind of surfaces with individual shaded lacquer of premium quality. Mifis Lackierung offers 
individual colour an interior design for: private living spaces, office space, shop space and hotels. The 
company can offer paintings of all kind of surfaces like aluminium, meta 1, stainless, stell, titanium, 
synthetic material, glass, wood, 3D prints. For example it is possible the lacquer a facade and the 
company car with the same color so that it fits the individual corporate design. Walls can be painted 
with the matching colour of stairs an railings, doors, covers, chairs an other furnishings e:ven in 
combination with a company logo or integrated pictures. 

Shades: 
- Premium lacquer which can be used for small and series painting 
- All innovative shadings are possible and can be offered in different metallic sizes (fine or coarse 

metallic} without changing the shade 
- The shade can be painted again for example when the client wants to add a new element to a room 
- Different and rare colour cards from USA 
- Colour sample cards and small colour shapes which are hand painted 

Quality: 
- All shades can be coated in different haptics- high gloss, silky sheen, satin finish, dull 
- Soft paint with a high resistance and scratch resistance 
- All shades are finally coated with 2K lacquer for UV-, water-, solvent resistance 
- Surfaces are odorless (important for indoor) 

Am Emaillierwerk 1 
08315 lauter-Bernsbach, Germany 
Phone: +49 3771 56740 
info@omeras.de 
www.omeras.de 
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Omeras Company is one of the leading manufacturers of Vitreous Enamel (V. E.) panels, also km 
as glass coated steel panels. V. E. Panels made by Omeras (Germany), are found on major buildir 
and civil engineering projects throughout the world. The robust nature of Omeras panels, their 
unrivalled colour fastness and longevity has found favour with Architects universally. Based on 
this specific properties V. E. Panels are applicable in various fields as there are Rail-Stations, Ra, 
Tunnels, Architectural Cladding, Underground Stations (Dubai Metro for example) and numerou 
other applications, technical implementations as weil. Omeras panels are produced on state-of-
art manufacturing equipment using the latest technologies. As an internationally acting compa 
Omeras is in the position to offer completely packaged projects as weil as single components fr 
design and manufacturing up to installation. 

The outstanding properties o f  V. E. Panels are 
Withstands extreme temperatures; Nonflammable · Easy to clean, No hygienic or physiological 
hazards · UV, climate and corrosion resistant · Versatile design possibilities · Dirt-repellent and 
graffitiproof · Environmentally friendly and can be recycled 

Our products are manufactured in accordance with DIN EN ISO 28722:2011. Omeras is certified 
according to ISO 9001 :2008. Our customers' quality requirements are our benchmark and our g 
principle. 

Mira-Glass GmbH Hall 6 P+M lmpex GmbH 
Booth E256 Booth 

Friedrich-Ludwig-Jahn-Allee 6 
01471 Radeburg, Germany 
Phone: +49 35208 296459 
info@mira-glass.com 
www.mira-glass.com 

The company was founded in 2010 as an engineering office for functional glass applications. The focus 
of the development work was the long-term storage of toxic substances in special glass containers. 
A patent-ready technology has been established. As a result, further technologies have been developed, 
including a process for the production of insulating glass elements for doors with multiple sheets. 
Until now, insulating glass panes with vertically installed aluminum spacers were used in the doors of 
the cooling units. These profiles and the black sealing compound formed almost a visual barrier for the 
customer when inspecting the goods in the food refrigeration cabinets. 

With the new invention the aluminum profiles are exchanged for glass spacers. Both sheets of the 
insulating glass elementare connected to the glass spacers by a copolymer (EVA film strip ethylene-
vinyl acetate). Through a vulcanisation process a permanently solid and gas-tight connection is formed 
within the glass composite. Such products are also suitable for the glazing of winter gardens. 
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An der Dreikönigskirche 3 
01097 Dresden, Germany 
Phone: +49 351 8072970 
info@pm-impex.de 
www.pm-impex.de 

P+M lmpex GmbH. founded in 2016 by specialists in glass production and vending, is concentra 
in the national and international trade of floatglas, insulating glass and all kinds of bent glass. 
Through our cooperation with - and exclusive licensing from - specialized manufacturers in ins1 
and bent glass, we are able to provide articles fulfilling the highest needs in quality and custom 

Our unique specialty are patented glass products for everlasting (vacuumed) storage of dangerc 
goods (e.g. radioactive/poisionous) or materials tobe archived (e.g. seeds/documents)! 




